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Furlong is an old English unit of distance that is still used regularly in horse racing. Furlong is 660 feet, which is one-eighth of a mile. Originally furlong represented the distance that a team of oats could plough a furrow (a long shallow trench in the field) on average before they had to rest. It was also the length of an acre,
which in Anglo-Saxon times was considered 40 × 4 bars (660 × 66 feet). It seems that furlong was used as a measure of horse racing, because in the early days the races were held in the fields next to the ground that was ploughed. Therefore, the distance can be quickly assessed by comparing the racetrack with the
number of furrows produced in the adjacent ploughed field. Will you show your horse this season? Showing your horse is a big commitment and requires a lot of planning and work. For yourself and your horse, shows may require packing a lot of tacks, care tools and other equipment, and you'll need to pack all these
important items in a way that won't turn into chaos once you start competing and rushing between classes. Clearly marked bags, plastic tubs, tack boxes and even things like zip-closure plastic bags can help you keep some order when you're pointing. Putting things aside after using them, even if it's tempting to throw
things aside, will help prevent your equipment from stretching all over and finding things when you need them again - and packing to get home - much easier. Below are the items you'll want to pack when you go to a horse show. The specific equipment you will have will depend on what discipline you compete in. You'll
probably find that when you pack to go anywhere with your horse, you'll end up with too much. But you never know when you will end up where the bugs are terrible and leave behind a fleeting spray, or the weather will change from tropical to frigid or it will be rainy and hot. Also, you do not want to come and find that you
have left something - necessary, such as a bridle or saddle mat. Be sure to double-check all items against the list you created. There are things you'll want ready before you leave: HalterTrailer tiesLeg wraps and cotton or boat shoes. Tail wrap if using. Use it if your horse's tail is being brushed against the back of the
trailer. Blanket if you use. Use one if it is very cold or humid, or you want to keep the dust away. Packing per day: 2 lead ropes, one cotton and one with a chain. Leads and halters can get broken at shows and you don't want to do without. Lunge lineLunge whipHay net or flake bag (make sure you learn how to properly
tie). Hay (enough for the day). Grain if you're there for a meal. Shavings or other bedding, if there is a place of houseing and none is supplied.2 buckets (one for horse watering and one for washing and mushrooming). Water (horses may be more likely to drink water from home). Brushes for groomingHoofpickSave
spraySoute thread or elasticSpongeLeather cleanerRain (prepare for any weather). Fly listCoolerLinated blanket (if there is a chance of cold weather). Saddle(s)Brisda(s)Martingale or tie-down, if used. Breast plates or crupper, if used. Saddle pads or blanketsHarness and vehicle if you drive your horse. Brush shoes or
bell shoes if used. Circuit or cinchSweat scraperBug sprayBasic first aid kit There may be other items that you will need, such as your costume for costume class or hoove shine and other special items that you plan to use. Add them to the list and wrap them carefully. Horse racing is a serious business. The industry is
worth an estimated $40 billion in the United States alone, and the sport's global popularity is even greater. This results in great benefits for a couple who are lucky enough to create a champion. Since even the loss of horses can be made as a tax write-off, many investors consider the sport a risk-free business, making it
an ideal business venture for large deep-pocketed investors. If you have access to this type of financial support and will be interested in starting a horse racing business, read on to find out how. Educate yourself about the upbringing and training of racehorses. The University of Arizona and the University of Kentucky
both offer excellent horse study programs that allow you to literally earn a degree in horse racing. These courses will teach you everything you need to know about breeding, breeding, training and racehorses. Write a business plan. Your plan should identify not only where you get the money to start a horse racing
business, but also your business goals and how you plan to achieve them. You should also indicate what kind of employees will have to run your business, what their salary will be and what additional costs will be associated with running your business. A link to the equidae sample store[the plan was listed in the
Resources section to get you started. Buying or renting ranches serve as a headquarters for your horse racing business. A ranch ranging from 50 to 100 acres in size is adequate for most horse racing businesses, although a larger ranch is definitely better. The site should have stables for your horses, open areas for
exercise and plenty of space for a practice racetrack. Buy horses that will be used to set up stables. There are two philosophies when it comes to storing a new stable. One is to buy horses that come from champions, with the hope that these horses are good racers. The second philosophy is simply to buy strong horses
for breeding, in the hope of breeding champion horses. You can follow one or both of these strategies, but be prepared to pay big money for a horse that has a champion for parents. Most horses for racing will cost several thousand dollars, but those with a bloodline championship can sell for hundreds of thousands of
dollars. Hire the staff you need to run your horse racing business. The required employees will be business model, together with their salaries. You can expect to have steady hands to clean the stalls and feed the horses. You will also need trainers to exercise your horses and shape them into racers as well as a
veterinarian to keep your animals in good physical shape. Join all associations that are relevant to your horse racing business. The main association to which you must join is the National Thoroughbred Racing Association (NTRA). Each state also has its own racing association or quarter-horse racing association. Being
a member of every business group in the states where you race will make it easier for you to get your horses into the races. Tips If you do not want to take on the cost of owning the entire operation yourself, you can invest in a particular racehorse on the ranch of another company. Cowboys and cowgirls have been going
through three carefully placed barrels for almost 100 years. The perfect barrel run is poetry in motion, with the horse and rider working in perfect harmony as they race against time. However, winning barrel racing teams usually doesn't happen by accident. Riders spend months, even years, looking for horses with the
perfect combination of conformation, speed and athleticism. Before you dive into a search, you need to evaluate your own level of experience. Riders who are newcomers to the world of barrel racing should focus primarily on an older horse with a solid barrel racing base. Barrel racing requires a split-second decision, and
a green rider paired with an inexperienced horse is a disaster waiting to happen. Barrel racehorses often run well into their teens and twenties, so novice riders shouldn't drive away from horses that are a little long in their teeth. Experienced riders often choose prospects that have not yet started in the ring, or who have
only a season or two of practice. This allows an experienced rider to train horses on their habits and specifications for a hassle-free ride. Horses of all breeds can participate in most rodeo organizations, but a quarter of horses are the predominant breed in the barrel racing world. They are one of the most versatile of all
breeds and have the speed and agility to bend around barrels. There is no right or wrong choice for bloodlines when it comes to picking barrel prospects. Each barrel racer has his favorite combination of bloodline. Some trainers choose to go horse-to-horse from bloodline races, so they have the speed to outrun other
competitors. Other trainers choose horses from cutting or working cow horse lines because they tend to be a little smaller and more maneuverable, shaving time out of their runs with faster turns. Still, other enthusiasts pair racing and cutting lines to produce horses with the perfect combination of speed and agility.
Popular bloodlines in the barrel racing world include Easy Jet, Dash for Cash, Firewater Flit, and Money Red, one of the leading barrel horse sires in history. The horse figure is of the most important factors to its success in the arena. Shorter horses are preferred by the most serious competitors, although this is not
difficult and fast. When the horse is withered they are closer to the ground, it has a lower center of gravity and will be more stable on the legs than the taller horse. Many horses from the cutting line are on the shorter side, while some racing bloodlines average more than 16 hands tall. Barrel horse prospects should have
short, straight back, long underlining and matching hip and shoulder angles. Step back and look at the horse: its body should form a trapezoidal shape. This even build allows the horse to reach under him with his hind legs for extra strength and speed and he negotiates a pattern. Barrel prospect should be 100% sound
without a hint of deformity or limp. Check his feet for unusual bumps or scars that might indicate previous injection or tendon surgery. Watch as the horse moves through all three walks, and pay attention to any shortness or limp that may be a sign of a basic limp. Ask your veterinarian for a complete physical examination,
including X-rays and ultrasounds. X-rays are useful for detecting old broken bones or calcium buildup that can lead to arthritis, while ultrasounds can diagnose soft tissue injuries that can lead to permanent limp. Limp.
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